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attention:

So Great a Salvation

Hebrews 2:1-9

Drift
For this reason we must pay much closer attention
to what we have heard,
lest we drift away from it.
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Subject
For He did not subject to angels the world to come,
concerning which we are speaking.
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(d) put all things in subjection under his feet." Domination The
to come
For in subjecting all things to him,
He left nothing that is not subject to him.
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Suffering
That was
But now we do not yet see all things subjected to him.
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He might taste death for everyone.
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the Lamb of God
There is only one
command/exhortation:
Pay attention!

He was made lower
than the angels that
He might taste death
for everyone.

drift away- pararrew, to flow by. The word was used to describe a
river that flows by a place or flows aside from its normal channel
in the sense of flooding or escaping its channel. It was used of
something slipping from one’s memory or of a ring slipping from
one’s finger or of a crumb going down the wrong way. It also indicated
a ship drifting away. The passive signifies to get or find one’s self in
a state of flowing or passing by; that is in reference to an object which
requires close attention.
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